
Event Title: Flash Lights – Writers of Color Shine on Flash 
 
Event Description: Flash captures the eye in one sitting. It has the uncanny power to ignite our 
imagination in a furious blink or the time it takes to soft boil an egg. Whether mosaic or 
breathless, hermit crabs or fables, flash is a sudden portal to other dimensions. For writers of 
color, it can unbolt doorways to unseen worlds. These panelists reveal the magic and urgency 
and challenges of writing short. 
 
Event Category: Fiction Craft & Criticism 
 
Event Organizer & Moderator  
The daughter of Chinese immigrants, Jen Soong (she/her) grew up in New Jersey and now lives 
in Northern California. An alum of Tin House and VONA, her work has appeared in The 
Washington Post, The Audacity, GAY MAG, Jellyfish Review, Witness and Waxwing. She 
earned her MFA in creative writing from UC Davis. Her memoir-in-progress is a reckoning of 
myth, migration and memory.  
 
Event Participants 
María Alejandra Barrios Vélez is a writer born in Barranquilla, Colombia. Her stories have 
been published in places such as Hobart Pulp, Reservoir Journal, Cosmonauts Avenue, Jellyfish 
Review, Lost Balloon, Shenandoah Literary, Vol.1 Brooklyn, El Malpensante, Moon City, 
Fractured Lit, and SmokeLong Quarterly. She was the 2020 SmokeLong Flash Fiction Fellow 
and her work has been supported by organizations such as Vermont Studio Center, Caldera Arts 
Center, and the New Orleans Writing Residency. 
 
Jasmine Sawers (they/them) is a Kundiman fellow and graduate of Indiana University's MFA 
program whose work appears in such journals as Ploughshares, AAWW's The Margins, 
SmokeLong Quarterly, and more. Sawers serves as Associate Fiction Editor for Fairy Tale 
Review and debuts a collection of flash through Rose Metal Press in 2022. Originally from 
Buffalo, Sawers now lives and pets dogs outside St. Louis. Learn more at jasminesawers.com 
and Twitter @sawers. 
 
Tara Isabel Zambrano is a writer of color and the author of Death, Desire And Other 
Destinations, a full-length flash collection by OKAY Donkey Press. Her work has won the first 
prize in The Southampton Review Short Short Fiction Contest 2019, a second prize in Bath Flash 
Award 2020, been a Finalist in Bat City Review 2018 Short Prose Contest and Mid-American 
Review Fineline 2018 Contest. Her flash fiction has been published in The Best Small Fictions 
2019, The Best Micro Fiction 2019, 2020 Anthology and has been shortlisted in Wigleaf Top 50. 
She lives in Texas. 
 
Event Format: The moderator will begin the event by introducing the panelists and reading their 
short bios. The four panelists will give a brief intro of their own work for five to seven minutes 
each. The moderator will then open up discussion with a list of questions prepared in advance for 
about 30 minutes. The panel will end with a ten-to-fifteen-minute audience Q&A. 
 
Moderator Questions: 



• Let’s start at the beginning. What was the initial spark that drew you to flash fiction and 
how have you kept stoking the creative fires of writing flash? 

• What challenges have you encountered that are unique to crafting flash and what 
approaches have you deployed to avoid or escape creative pitfalls? 

• What advice or prompts have served you well when it comes to flash? 
• Can you speak to your experience as a writer of color and what elements of writing flash 

fiction appeal most to you?  
• Do you have any specific advice for writers of color who want to explore more flash 

fiction in their own writing? 
• Any books, classes or resources that you would like to recommend on flash?   

 


